Innovate faster, reduce costs, and operate
more securely with cloud computing from
Amazon Web Services and Insight

Whether your goal is to expand your organisation’s website capabilities,
develop and deploy custom applications quickly and efficiently, or build a
more scalable, responsive database infrastructure, the AWS Cloud provides an
extensive set of cloud services that can help you drive your business forward.
Insight’s portfolio of services can help your organisation to successfully
identify the right path to the AWS cloud, whilst ensuring alignment between
your IT and business requirements.

uk.insight.com
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The business landscape is evolving every day. In order to remain

Why should you move to the AWS Cloud
with today?

competitive, you’ve got to stay ahead of the curve. That means

Operational Costs

Business challenge
taking a more thoughtful approach to your cloud and data centre
platforms. Many organisations like yours find themselves looking
to navigate the myriad of cloud and data centre platforms when

Lower operational costs with the ability to match supply and
demand and create operational transparency.

they are faced with expanding their business, replacing costly

Workforce Productivity

legacy equipment, or re-signing a new co-location agreement.

AWS services and automation capabilities help drive operational

Rather than spending your time and effort on these activities,

maintenance efficiency and increase developer productivity.

Insight can help you choose the right cloud and data centre path,
setting your organisation up for cost optimisation, greater agility

Cost Avoidance

and efficiency- driven success.

Eliminate maintenance and hardware refresh programmes.

Our Solution

Operational Resilience

The AWS Cloud gives you access to on-demand IT resources

risk mitigation.

designed to help you innovate faster, reduce costs, and operate
more securely. Unlike on-premises infrastructure, AWS requires no

Improve revenue and margins by reducing the cost of

Business Agility

upfront investments, is easy to scale up and down, and allows you

Reduce your time-to-market, increase operational agility, and

to pay only for the capacity you use. Simply choose the services

drive innovation.

that you want to consume, and pay only for those services. AWS

Is this solution right for you?

offers several tools that can help you expedite your migration,
including the ability to import existing virtual machines,

We have created a Discovery Workshop to help you identify

leverage existing software licenses, and move your data

opportunities to maximise the benefits of AWS. By taking a

quickly and securely.

comprehensive approach and using our deep, broad expertise,
our Discovery Workshop guides you towards a successful AWS

Discovery
Workshop

Cloud + Data Centre Assessment

adoption strategy, resulting in your IT team spending less time

Cloud Optimisation Service

fire-fighting and more time creating business value. To know

Cloud Migrations Service
Managed Support Services

more about our Discovery Workshop, please contact your Insight
Account Manager.

VMware Cloud on AWS
Bespoke AWS consultancy

Through our Discovery Workshop Model, we help you intelligently
run workloads, provide services, and capitalise on a range of cloud
and data centre resources.

To know more about how Insight can help you move to the AWS cloud, talk to one of our consultants.
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